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ABSTRACT 

We investigate the impact of delegated portfolio management on asset prices in a noisy rational equilibrium model. As-
set prices in our model are linear in fund managers’ private signals and in realized supply shocks. We show that equilib-
rium expected returns 1) decrease as the proportion of fund managers increase in the economy; 2) decrease as the preci-
sion of fund managers’ signals increase’ and 3) increase as the fund managers’ contingent fees increase. 
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1. Introduction 

Today, most investors delegate their investment deci-
sions to financial professionals. For example, equity 
holdings through delegated management (such as pen-
sion funds and mutual funds) in the US market have in-
creased from 7.2 percent in 1950 to more than 49 percent 
in 2002, whereas the proportion held directly by indi-
viduals has decreased from about 90 percent to slightly 
below 40 percent over the same period [1]. 

In his presidential address, Allen [2] provides reasons 
why investors delegate the portfolio decision process: 1) 
professional investment analysis possesses economies of 
scale; 2) investors may recognize their own limited 
knowledge and capacity for information dissemination/ 
processing and therefore hire a professional manager; 
and 3) a professional manager might be able to steer free 
from the behavioral biases that individual investors oth-
erwise have been shown to be susceptible to. 

However, financial institutions and professional fund 
managers are influenced by incentives that are not fully 
captured by standard models in finance1,2. Therefore, the 

significant increase of ownership of equities under dele-
gated management raises the question: how does this 
form of ownership affect asset prices? 

In behavioral models of asset pricing, people have 
nonstandard preferences and/or form beliefs that are not 
based on rational information processing3. However, by 
turning to professional managers an investor faces an 
agency problem. Delegated investing implies that relative 
asset prices depend on the utility functions of agents, not 
the utility functions of investors. Because of asymmetric 
information and different incentives present in delegated 
decision making, the utility functions of agents are dif-
ferent from the ones of consumers. 

There are several differences between the delegated 
portfolio management problem considered here and the 
standard agency problem: 1) the delegated portfolio 
management problem is one of information acquisition 
rather than direct performance. Consequently, in the 
delegated portfolio management problem the fund man-
ager exerts effort to obtain a private (noisy) signal, and 
thereafter makes portfolio decisions based on the signal 
received. 2) Contrary to a typical agency problem where 
the agent only chooses whether or not to take action and 
cannot influence the size/strength of his response, the 
fund manager has full discretion in his portfolio decisions 
and controls both return and variance of the portfolio. 

1See, for example, [3]. 
2We note that most mutual fund shareholders own their funds through 
financial intermediaries such as a professional financial advisor, defined 
contribution retirement plan, brokerage firm, banks, insurance company
or mutual fund supermarket. The mutual fund holdings of individuals 
that are held directly with the fund company have decreased from 28 
percent in 1982 to about 15 percent in 2003 (see, [4]). However, this 
“double” or “nested” agency situation is outside the scope of this paper.

The dominant portion of the theoretical literature in 

3For a survey of behavioral finance, see [5]. 
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delegated management focuses on partial equilibrium 
settings represented by a game between an investor 
(principal) and a portfolio manager (agent) where asset 
prices and returns are taken as given. However, an im-
portant aspect of delegated portfolio management con-
cerns the impact of this agency relationship on asset 
prices. Indeed, the type of compensation contracts or 
incentives agreed upon between investor and manager 
influence the equilibrium at the aggregate level. For ex-
ample, if fund managers underperform relative to their 
peer group (or some other benchmark) investors may 
transfer their capital to a better performing fund (fund 
chasing). This mechanism typically results in fund man-
agers being afraid of taking too much risk relative to the 
peer group. They may end up investing in similar stocks 
to their peers; driving up the prices of these “peer group 
popular” stocks and driving down the prices of “peer 
group unpopular” stocks. These types of effects have 
been studied to some extent in the literature, see for ex-
ample, [6-14]. 

This paper studies how delegated portfolio manage-
ment affects asset prices. Our model is inspired by the 
single-security noisy rational expectations equilibrium of 
[15-17]. It is also related to the models of [18,19]. 

The outline of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we 
introduce a simple economy with two risky assets and a 
risk-free bond with two types of agents, fund managers 
and investors, both with CARA preferences – but with 
different final wealth. Fund managers receive a private 
noisy signal about future payoffs of the risky assets 
whereas investors only have access to the public infor-
mation and information revealed from asset prices in 
equilibrium. Then, in Sections 3 and 4, we derive the 
portfolio decisions and demand functions for each agent, 
and show that the noisy rational expectation equilibrium 
exists where asset prices are linear in fund managers’ 
signals and in realized supply shocks. We discuss the 
impact of delegated portfolio management on the equi-
librium risk premiums and on the cross-section of returns. 
Section 5 concludes and provides possible extensions of 
this model. 

2. Model 

The noisy rational expectations framework of [15-17] 
inspires our model.  This framework centers on the idea 
that uninformed agents use the equilibrium asset price as 
an informative signal about asset returns and extract 
some of the information that the informed agents possess. 

2.1. Economy and Preferences 

We consider a two period model where market partici-
pants choose their portfolio allocation “today” (t = 0) and 
assets are liquidated and paid off “tomorrow” (t = 1). The 

economy consists of a continuum of two groups of agents: 
investors and fund managers. Investors endowed with an 
initial wealth of W0 can choose either to manage their 
portfolio themselves or delegate the investment decision 
to a fund manager. Fund managers have no independent 
wealth and are not allowed to borrow. We assume there 
are as many fund managers as there are delegating in-
vestors and that each delegating investor is matched with 
one fund. After investors make the decision to self- 
manage or to delegate, the proportion of fund managers 
and self-managing investors are μ and 1-μ, respectively. 
We will refer to these two groups as the “fund managers” 
and the “investors”; and we use superscript M for fund 
managers and I for investors to distinguish functions and 
variables that are specific to these two groups. 

We assume all agents in our model have CARA pref-
erences with risk aversion parameter ρ, so that the ex-
pected utility of a final payoff of W becomes 

     expE u W E W   . 

2.2. Asset Structure 

There are three assets in the economy, a risk-free bond 
and two risky assets. The bond, normalized to have a 
price of 1 at t = 0, yields a certain gross return of R at t = 
1 and has perfect elastic supply. The two risky assets 
have a price at t = 0 of i  with independent random 
payoffs at t = 1 of  with mean 

p

ip iP  and precision 
iP ; 

that is  

 1,
ii iP N P P
  

where i = 1, 24. We assume that markets clear. Then, as 
we will see, the prices today of the risky assets can be 
determined endogenously. The per capita supplies of the 
risky assets are independent and normally distributed,  

 1,
ii iX N X X

  

where 0iX  . The supply is never observed, but agents 
who possess information, as defined below, can back it 
out from equilibrium prices. We interpret this random 
supply as the presence of noise traders in the economy 
and remark that 1) the role of random supply shocks is to 
prevent information from being fully revealing to unin-
formed agents; and 2) a positive expected per capita sup-
ply implies that in equilibrium, some agents will hold the 
risky assets. 

2.3. Information Structure 

4In our setup rational expectations equilibrium prices of risky assets are 
independent of each other, and no cross-security information aggrega-
tion is present. In other words, there is no difference between single-
security equilibrium prices (as in [16]), and the multi-security equilib-
rium prices (as in [20]). In future work we intend to generalize this 
model. We provide a discussion of these extensions in Section 5. 
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All agents in our economy have a common prior distri-
bution of the final payoffs of the risky assets. However, 
at t=0 fund managers obtain independent and normally 
distributed private signals for each asset5 

i iS P i   

where  

 10,
ii SN   . 

this signal is unobservable to investors. They know only 
that fund managers have superior information in terms of 
them receiving a normally distributed signal on each 
risky asset in the economy.  

2.4. Fund Manager Compensation.  

Fund managers’ final wealth depends on their compensa-
tion. Today, the most common compensation of profes-
sional managers is a fixed percentage of the portfolio 
value. For example, fees earned by mutual fund manag-
ers are proportional to assets under management6. For 
hedge funds, it is more common that compensation schemes 
reward managers by the portfolio’s total return in abso- 
lute terms or relative to a particular benchmark. The 
compensation may also feature a floor or a cap, often 
based on the value of assets under management7. 

In this paper we use the linear compensation contract 
defined by a pair (f, k), where f is the fixed fee paid to the 
fund manager regardless of portfolio performance and k, 
0 ≤ k ≤ 1, the fraction of the final portfolio value paid to 
the fund manager8. We will refer to the fraction k as the 
“contingent fee.” In other words, if W is the final portfo-
lio value then the linear contract implies a compensation 
to the fund manager of 

MW f k  W . 

Consequently, the final wealth of the delegating in-

vestor becomes 

 1DIW k W f   . 

3. Portfolio Choice 

Given the model set up described in the previous section, 
next we determine agents’ demand functions and then 
solve for equilibrium. 

We denote by  1 2, ,a a a a
b   

a
b

,  the de-
mands of an agent a, where 

, ,a I M
  and  1 2,a a    are his 

allocations to the risk-free bond and the two risky assets, 
respectively. Since asset returns and payoffs in our model 
are normally distributed, the expected utility for agent a 
with a final payoff of  can be expressed as aW

   Vara a a aE W I W I . 

The budget constraint for self managing investors is 

0 1 1
I I I

bW p     2 2p

P

, 

and their final payoff is the random variable 

1 1 2 2
I I I I

bW R P     . 

Substituting the budget constraint into investors’ final 
payoff gives 

  1 1 1 2 2 2
I I I

oW W R P Rp P Rp       . 

Similarly, fund managers’ final payoff becomes 

    1 1 1 2 2 2
M M M

oW f k W R P Rp P Rp       . 

3.1. Fund Manager Demand 

Maximizing the expected utility of the fund managers’ 
final payoff, their demand functions become 

 
 Var

i i iM
i

i i

E P s Rp

k P s





 . 

5We ignore any costs for the informative signals in this paper. Never-
theless, introducing a convex cost does not significantly change our 
results. 
6According to [21] only about 1.7 percent of US mutual funds used 
fulcrum fees in 1999. Reference [22] identified fulcrum fees in only 27 
of 370 funds studied; the remaining funds charged a fixed fraction of 
assets under management. 
7By the 1970 amendment to the Investment Company Act of 1940,
mutual funds must use a form of incentive fee known as a ‘‘fulcrum 
fee.’’ The (symmetric) incentive fee centers around a benchmark, in-
creases the fees for performance above the benchmark, and decreases 
the fees for performance below the benchmark. In practice, the size of 
the incentive fees has a floor and cap. In contrast, the (asymmetric) 
incentive fee structure used by hedge funds and other private partner-
ships is typically non-negative, has a high watermark, uses zero (or 
cash) as a reference benchmark, and does not have a cap. 
8For expositional simplicity, we assume that the contract has been cho-
sen such that the fund managers’ participation constraint (e.g. a con-

straint of the form    0M

oE u W u  ) is satisfied. We do this to avoid 

having to distinguish between the two different cases of the Ka-
rush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions in which the constraint is either binding 
or non-binding at the optimum. 

Calculating the conditional expectation and variance 
by Bayes’ rule, we obtain 

  i i

i i

i P i S
i i

P S

P s
E P s

 
 





,  

and 

    1
Var

i ii i P SP s  


  . 

After substituting these expressions into the fund 
managers demand function, we get 

 i i ii P i S i P SM
i

P s Rp

k
i

  




  



. 

We observe that the fund managers’ demand increases 
when the contingent fee k (the proportion of final portfo-
lio value received by fund managers as compensation) 
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decreases. Intuitively, the contingent fee changes fund 
managers’ risk aversion from  to k  , and thus fund 
managers are expected to trade more aggressively when 
their contingent compensation is smaller. The fund man-
ager demand function also captures the case when fund 
managers do not receive signals; setting 0

iS   in the 
expression above yields 

 
ii iM

i

P Rp

k
P




 . 

3.2. Investor Demand 

Similar to fund managers, investors’ demand functions 
take the form 

 
 Var

I
i iI

i I
i

E P I Rp

P I





  

where II denotes the information set available to inves-
tors. While investors do not observe the private signals 
available to fund managers, they condition upon that in 
equilibrium market prices convey information. With the 
knowledge that fund managers have private signals and 
their associated distributions, investors rationally infer 
how these signals will affect the demands of the fund 
managers and consequently also equilibrium prices. In 
order to learn from prices, the investors must conjecture 
a price function and, in the rational expectations equilib-
rium, this conjecture must be correct. We assume inves-
tors conjecture the linear price function 

i i i i i i i i ip a P b s c x d X     

where is  and ix  are the signal and the supply for as-
sets i, and the coefficients  and  are deter-
mined in equilibrium9. 

, ,i i ia b c id

To calculate the expectation and the variance condi-
tional on the conjectured price, we first introduce the 
random variable iZ  defined by 

   i i i i i i i
i i

i i

p a P X c d c
i iZ s x X

b b

  
    . 

Since the only uncertainty in this random variable 
stems from pi, we note that conditioning on iZ  is 
equivalent to conditioning on the price conjecture. We 
observe that  

 1,
ii iZ N P Z


 
where  

1 1

2

i i

i 1

iZ S X
i

c

b
     

   
 

 , 

and therefore by Bayes’ rule 

  i i

i i

i P i Z
i i

P Z

P Z
E P Z

 
 





,  

and 

    1
Var

i ii i P ZP Z  


  . 

Substituting this into the investors’ demand functions 
yields 

 i i ii P i Z i P ZI
i

P Z Rp
i

   




  
 . 

4. Equilibrium Prices and Demands 

Here, we establish equilibrium prices for our model and 
derive some implications of such prices. In particular, we 
discuss how the delegated portfolio management industry 
affects the equity premium and the cross-section of re-
turns. We also look at how changes in the economic en-
vironment and the information structure impact investor 
and fund manager demands. We start with our main re-
sult in this section, Proposition 1. 

Proposition 1: Given the three asset economy de-
scribed above with a fraction of μ fund managers under 
contract (f, k) and a fraction of 1-μ investors, then 
there exists a noisy rational expectations equilibrium at 
time t = 0 such that asset prices are given by 

i i i i i i i i ip a P b s c x d X     

where i = 1,2 and 

  

 

  

 

     

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

i

i i

Zi

Si

i

i

i i i i

P
i

i

S Z
i

i

k

i
i

Z
i

S i

i P S P

k
a

h

k
b

h

k
c

h

k
d

h

h R k

 


  

  



  


     



 


 








     Z

 

Finally, the precision of Zi is 

 
1

1 1
2

 

1
i

i iSi

Z
k

S X


 


 



 




. 

Proof: First, we note that market clearing implies that 

 1M I
i i ix     . 

9A direct application of the standard noisy rational expectations equi-
librium framework of [16] and [15] proves the existence of this linear 
price function. 

Substituting fund managers’ and investors’ demand 
functions, we obtain 
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1

i i i i

i i i i

i P i S i P S

i P i Z i P Z

i

P s Rp

k

P Z Rp
x

   




   




  

  
  

 

Substituting  

 i
i i i i

i

c
Z s x X

b
    

and solving for pi yields 

     

   

1 1 1

1 1

i i

i i i

ii i P i S Z

i
i Z i S i Z

i i

p h P k s k

c
x k k s X k

b

     

     

 
     


  

i

ic

b

         
   

 

We observe it must hold that 

 

 

1

1

i

i i

i
Z

i i

i S

c
k k

c b

b k

  

Z 

 


  
, 

from which it follows that  

i

i
S

i

c
k

b
  . 

Therefore, 

i

i

i S

c k

b




  

and 

1 1

2

i i

i

1

iZ S X
S

k  


 
 

    
 

  

The proposition now immediately follows. 
The next proposition summarizes some properties of 

the equilibrium prices established in Proposition 1. 
Proposition 2: The equilibrium expected return on the 

risky assets are given by 

      1
i i i i

i
i i

P S P Z

kX
E P Rp

k


     

 
   

. 

Furthermore, we have that 
1) Equilibrium expected returns are decreasing func-

tions in the proportion of fund managers μ in the econ-
omy, that is  

 
0i iE P Rp


 




; 

2) Equilibrium expected returns are increasing func-
tions in the risk aversion parameter ρ, that is  

 
0i iE P Rp


 




; 

3) Equilibrium expected returns are decreasing func-
tions in the precision iS  of the fund managers’ signal, 
that is  

 
0

i

i i

S

E P Rp


 




; 

4) Equilibrium expected returns are decreasing func-
tions in the precision ip  of the assets’ payoff, that is  

 
0

i

i i

P

E P Rp


 




; 

5) Equilibrium expected returns are increasing func-
tions in the fraction k of the final portfolio value paid to 
the fund manager, that is  

 
0i iE P Rp

k

 



; 

and  
6) Equilibrium expected returns are not affected by 

changes in the precision 
iX  of the assets’ supply, that 

is  

 
0

i

i i

X

E P Rp


 




. 

Proof: Using equilibrium prices from Proposition 1, 
we have 

     1i i i i i i i i

i

i

E P Rp P Ra Rb RX c d

kX
R

h



     


 

since  

i i
i

k
c d

h


   

and  

1 0i iRa Rb   . 

The proofs of (a)-(f) are similar. Here we show (a): It’s 
easy to see that 

i iZ S  for all admissible values of k 
and μ. In other words, the precision of the signals inves-
tors infer are always smaller than the signals fund man-
agers receive. Consequently,  

 i i i iP Z Pk S      . 

We emphasize that Proposition 2 implies a positive 
risk premium for the risky assets. In particular, since 
these assets are risky, agents demand compensation for 
holding them in equilibrium. The risk premium decreases 
as the fraction of fund managers increases (part (a)) be-
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cause fund managers are more informed and their infor-
mation is partly revealed in equilibrium.  

Jagannathan, McGrattan and Scherbina [23] show that 
the equity premium has declined significantly since the 
1970s. They estimate the premium averaged around 7 
percent during the period 1926-70 and thereafter de-
creased to about 0.7 percent. The authors argue that it is 
difficult to rationalize a shrinking equity premium by a 
permanent shift in investor preferences. Instead, they 
suggest that institutional changes occurred in the US 
stock market that causes a permanent shift in stock re-
turns. Fama and French [24] reach similar conclusions. 
Through a dividend growth model, they show that the 
equity premium has shrunk from about 4.17 percent dur-
ing the period 1872-1950, to about 2.55 percent for the 
half-century 1951-2000. We understand these views as 
consistent since delegated management in the US market 
increased from 7.2 percent in 1950 to more than 49 per-
cent in 2002. At the same time, the proportion of invest-
ments held directly by individuals decreased from about 
90 percent to slightly below 40 percent [1]. 

Proposition 2 also holds implications for the cross- 
section of returns. In particular, all else equal, the equi-
librium risk premium is higher for the asset where the 
precision of fund managers’ signals is lower (part (c)) or 
where fund investment is lower (part (a)). This can be 
interpreted in several different ways. For example, the 
largest fund managers tend to focus their research on the 
subset of stocks where capacity and liquidity are suffi-
ciently high (typically, large-cap stocks) thereby being 
able to acquire more precise signals for these stocks. 

The results from Proposition 2 are consistent with the 
empirical findings of [25] who argue that the demand 
pressure for risky assets (in particular large-cap stocks) is 
a direct consequence of the growth of institutional inves-
tors. They also show from their data that the last decade’s 
decrease in the small-cap premium is due to the same 
effect. Lakonishok, Shleifer and Vishny [3] suggest that 
pension fund managers are biased towards “glamour” 
stocks, that is, stocks that are easy to justify buying. 
Glamour stocks with proven track records of consistent 
earnings growth may attract investors because nobody 
would doubt them as “good” companies. In our model, 
we can loosely interpret glamour stocks as assets where 
fund managers’ signals and assets’ payoffs have higher 
precision. They suggest further that the increased de-
mand for equity by institutions and unsophisticated indi-
viduals who equate profitability with potential capital 
gains have made these stocks overpriced. In our simple 
set up, we can derive the following relationship between 
fund manager and investor demands: 

Proposition 3: Suppose M
i  and I

i  denote fund 
manager and investor demands for asset i as derived 
above. Then, the average difference in demand is posi-
tive and given by 

    
    1

i i i i

i i i i

i P S P ZM I
i i

P S P Z

X k
E

k

   
 

     

  
 

   
. 

Proof: Direct calculation shows that 

    
  

1

.

i i i i

i i i i

M I
i i i P Z P Z

i P S P Z

E P k
k

Rp k

     


   

    

   
 

Using the equilibrium price from Proposition 1, we 
have 

      i i i i i iE Rp R a b P X d c    i . 

Now, observing that  

1
i ia b

R
   

and  

i i
i

k
d c

h


    

the proposition follows.  
We note the average difference in demand between 

fund managers and investors is a decreasing function in 
the fraction μ of fund managers in the economy and fund 
managers’ contingent fee k. In particular, this difference 
decreases from 

iX


 for 0k 

 

to 

 
 

i i

i i i i

i S Z

S Z P Z

X  

   



  
  for 1k  . 



the high fund manager demand for low compensation 
levels (small k) raises the question of leverage. From the 
perspective of an investor in a fund, it makes sense to 
impose some form of leverage constraints. We note that, 
in practice, mutual funds are subject to short selling and 
borrowing/margin constraints that naturally limit fund 
manager demand.  

In this model, demand differences occur because fund 
managers and investors do not have the same beliefs 
about assets’ expected return and variance. In contrast, in 
the incomplete market model of [26], different demands 
arise because not all agents are aware of all assets in the 
economy. Here, both fund managers and investors hold 
the same assets and thus bear idiosyncratic risk, but 
choose to do so in different proportions. If we take into 
consideration that fund managers will overweight stocks 
with “good” prospects and underweight them with “bad” 
prospects, then since the investors will hold the remain-
der, they will end up underweighting “good” stocks and 
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overweighting “bad” stocks. 

5. Conclusions and Extensions 

The model presented in this paper is inspired by the sin-
gle-security noisy rational expectations equilibrium of 
[15-17]. It is also related to [18,19]. Our main contribu-
tion is in using a noisy rational expectations equilibrium 
framework to study the impact of delegated portfolio 
management on asset prices. 

Using an exponential-normal set up, we modeled a 
simple economy consisting of two types of agents, fund 
managers and investors. Fund managers were assumed to 
receive a private noisy signal about future payoffs of the 
risky assets, whereas investors only have access to the 
public information and information revealed from asset 
prices in equilibrium. Our main findings are as follows: 

1) We proved that a partially revealing equilibrium 
exists where asset prices are linear in fund manager sig-
nals and in realized supply shocks. 

2) Studying the impact on equilibrium expected re-
turns from delegated portfolio management, we showed 
that these risk premiums: a) decrease as the proportion of 
fund managers increase in the economy; b) decrease as 
the precision of fund managers’ signals increase; and c) 
increase as the fund managers’ contingent fees (the frac-
tion of the final portfolio value paid to the fund manager 
as compensation) increase. 

3) The result under 2) b) has some implications for the 
cross-section of returns. All else being equal, the equilib-
rium risk premium is higher for assets where the preci-
sion of fund managers’ signals is lower.  This we can 
interpret, for example, in the following way: when the 
largest fund managers focus their research on the subset 
of stocks where capacity and liquidity are sufficiently 
high (typically, large-cap stocks) they acquire more pre-
cise signals for these stocks. Through their higher de-
mand in these assets, asset prices increase thereby de-
creasing future returns. 

4) Due to asymmetric information, fund managers and 
investors hold the same stocks, but with different expo-
sure to idiosyncratic risk. In particular, the average dif-
ference in fund manager and investor demands for a par-
ticular asset is positive, and is a decreasing function in 
the fraction of fund managers in the economy and the 
fund managers’ contingent fee. 

In closing, we discuss several possible extensions. 

5.1. Distributional Assumptions 

In our framework we assumed that payoffs of the risky 
assets and fund managers’ signals are independent and 
identically distributed—that is, all risk is idiosyncratic. A 
natural extension is to introduce correlations between 
assets and between signals. There are several directions 

in which this can be done. Following [20], one can as-
sume that asset payoffs are distributed normally and sat-
isfy a general variance-covariance matrix and that private 
signals are simply risky asset payoffs plus noise. One can 
then proceed as proposed in [27] by positing a factor 
model setting where noisy signals are available to fund 
managers for these systematic factors. Unfortunately, 
these two frameworks allow for explicit closed form so-
lutions for equilibrium prices only in special cases. 

One way to proceed is to use a set up like the working 
paper of [28]. They investigate the effects of private in-
formation and diversification on risk premiums in a noisy 
rational expectations model where payoffs of the risky 
assets obey a factor structure and private signals, These 
provide information on both systematic factors and idio-
syncratic risks. One obtains solutions for equilibrium 
prices in this multi-asset exponential-normal framework. 

5.2. Finite and Infinite Asset Economies 

Under homogeneous beliefs/information the implications 
of risk premiums are known from arbitrage pricing the-
ory (APT). Under asymmetric information, the impact of 
private signals on risk premiums in large economies are 
less understood. Delegated portfolio management pro-
vides a natural mechanism with which fund managers 
incorporate private signals into the economy. It may be 
of interest to study an extension of the factor model dis-
cussed in the previous paragraph where the number of 
assets approaches infinity. Then one might determine the 
conditions that lead to linear pricing relationships. 

5.3. Investment Decisions 

In our simple model we made the assumption that inves-
tors decide either to delegate or self-manage their portfo-
lio. In practice, this is an unrealistic assumption. Inves-
tors typically hold a proportion of their investments in 
delegated mutual funds and another in self-managed stocks. 

5.4. Heterogeneity 

For simplicity, we have assumed all agents are homoge-
neous and thus have identical risk aversion. Preliminary 
results, not reported here, show the basic results from this 
model carry over to a heterogeneous economy. 

5.5. Participation, Short Selling and  
Borrowing/Margin Constraints 

We assumed that fund managers’ participation con-
straints are satisfied. As observed in Sections 3 and 4, 
fund manager demand increases as the contingent com-
pensation k decreases. To keep their risk exposure con-
stant as contingent compensation decreases, fund man-
agers will increase their leverage. Since most funds (for 
example, mutual funds) are subject to short selling and 
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borrowing/margin constraints, incorporating these in a 
model (to limit fund manager demand) seems a natural 
extension. However, these constraints lead to nonlinear 
equilibrium prices that must be solved by numerical 
techniques (see, for example, the noisy rational expecta-
tions model in [29]). 

5.6. Information Costs and the Size of the  
Delegated Portfolio Management Business 

Precise information comes at a cost. A natural extension 
is first to model the cost of information acquisition in our 
model and endogenize this decision by solving for the 
optimal signal acquiring strategy as a function of contin-
gent fees and other parameters (for the single risky asset 
case, see for example, [17]). Next, one might solve for the 
fraction of fund managers in the economy endogenously.  

This would be particularly interesting in a multi-asset 
economy—where assets and signals are correlated—in 
which information is more expensive for certain types of 
assets, and could produce new understandings of dele-
gated portfolio management on the cross-section of re-
turns. This might also provide a greater comprehension 
of why so many different mutual funds and mutual fund 
families are available in the marketplace. In a setting of 
this type, we might even examine the relationship be-
tween fund specialization and contingent fees. 

5.7. Incomplete Market Economies 

It may also be interesting to study a multi-security model 
with uninformed (or irrational) investors and rational 
fund managers. Uninformed investors consider a small 
part of the investable universe in the sense of [26], and 
calculate their demands conditional on the prices they 
observe only on these assets. Fund managers, on the 
other hand, condition on all available assets and therefore 
benefit from cross-security aggregation. This model 
would exploit the differences between multi-security 
equilibrium prices, obtained along the lines of [20] and 
single-security equilibrium prices derived in this paper.   

5.8. Sharing of Information 

We observe in the marketplace that many larger mutual 
fund companies offer a whole menu of mutual funds in 
different flavors. In order to better understand the rela-
tionship between mutual funds in a fund family, one 
must model how they share information: 1) in which 
cases do fund managers share information; 2) do they 
collude in determining management fees; and 3) what is 
the optimal equilibrium relationship between contingent 
fees and the size of mutual fund families? 
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